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(1/3) Trump's endgame.  
 
This morning, Trump tweeted this👇 
 
As the truth about Trump is brought more into the open,
he will resort to tactics intended to keep the left spinning
and outraged, and his base energized.  
 
Trump is not planning a traditional legal defense.

1/ I've written about Trump's "endgame" and his strategy as the investigations close

in.  

 

What he's doing now is exactly what we can expect. 

 

It [looks] unhinged and crazy.  

 

I argue there's a method along with the madness. If you missed it, see 👇 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) Trump’s endgame 
 
Hi, Jan, 
 
Graham— as a Trump ally—is behaving according to script. 
 
After the house voted overwhelmingly to release a Mueller 
report, Graham blocked the Senate from voting &  insisted that 
the Senate vote to look into alleged DOJ/ FBI misconduct . . .

Jan Nielsen @JanNiel12548369
@Teri_Kanefield help us understand what Lindsey Graham is 
thinking?  He demands an investigation into the FBI!!?
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2/ This is the worst possible response👇 and it's not true.  

 

Our institutions are holding out. The House is fighting back. Mueller is about to

testify. Courts are ruling against Trump. (I have threads on this) 

 

Trump's desperation is a sign that our institutions are holding.

3/ It's worst response is because it is EXACTLY how Putin and Trump want you to

feel. 

 

One point of Active Measures is to undermine confidence in democracy, because

when that happens, democracy dies. 

 

Please see👇 

Teri Kanefield
@Teri_Kanefield

(Thread) The Outrage Dilemma  
 
Staying sane—and saving democracy— under a Firehose of 
Outrageousness. 
 
The Rand Corp. describes the extremely effective Firehose of 
Falsehoods propaganda method: a rapid, continuous barrage of 
outrageous falsehoods.rand.org/pubs/perspecti…
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Russia's “Firehose of Falsehood” Propaganda Model
Russia's propaganda model is high-volume and multichannel, and it
disseminates messages without regard for the truth. It is rapid,
rand.org

4/ Bad phrasing in Tweet 2: I should have said, "I'm confident Mueller will testify." It
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• • •

is being negotiated. I'm confident he wants to, and that there is no way for the DOJ to

stop it. 

 

(I also ended up with more than the 3 tweets I planned) 

 

End/


